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Trust-Oriented IoT Service Placement for Smart
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and Lianyong Qi, Member, IEEE,

aggravates the existing problems in the urban cities, including
the environmental pollution and traffic congestion. Smart city
with a wide range of connected devices and digitalized information interactions deeply holds beliefs to cope with these
problems [2]. In smart cities, all the connected devices make
up the Internet of Things (IoT) which is a powerful network
that combines information-sensing devices with the Internet
[3] [4].
Generally, the sensing big data of IoT devices and a
huge amount of IoT services are accommodated in the cloud
platform [5]. Currently, owing to the various purposes, the
IoT devices are deployed widely, which consequently brings
about the expansion of the IoT scale in smart cities [6].
In case that all the IoT services and big data are offloaded
to the remote cloud for processing, it is difficult to meet
the requirements of fast response time and ultralow latency.
Thus, the cloud computing paradigm is no longer an effective
and appropriate paradigm for executing the IoT services in
real time. Fortunately, edge computing, which is a novel
and powerful paradigm, is a promising alternative to provide
computing abilities at the edge of the networks [7]. Placing
Index Terms—IoT, smart cities, edge computing, privacy leakthe IoT services in the edge computing units (ECUs) defiage, service placement
nitely mitigates the bandwidth burden in IoT and meanwhile
improves the quality of service (QoS).
I. I NTRODUCTION
However, as the services requirements are originated from
Nowadays, for better accessing the public resources (e.g., a variety of IoT devices, characterized by various data stanmedical facilities, job positions, and education), people are dards, the IoT service placement in edge computing suffers
willing to live in the cities, which results in the fast increase from privacy and security risks [8]. Generally, some privacy
of the urban population [1]. However, the rapid urbanization information (e.g., current location, account password) is also
transmitted to the ECUs to support the smooth implementation
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time limitation. In view of this challenge, a trust-oriented IoT

Abstract—Smart city is gradually forming a large scope of
Internet of Things (IoT) networks with diffusely deployed IoT
devices that produce quantities of services. Considering the largescale and widely distributed features of IoT networks, edge
computing is emerged as a powerful and suitable paradigm to
provide computing abilities for the IoT devices at the edge of the
networks. In edge computing, the IoT services could be placed on
the edge computing units (ECUs) for execution, which provides
low latency and eases the burden of bandwidth. However, it is still
challenging to improve the overall ECU execution performance
(i.e., the resource usage, the load balance levels, the power
consumption of ECUs) and meanwhile prevent privacy leakage of
the IoT devices for service placement. To tackle this challenge,
a trust-oriented IoT service placement method, abbreviated as
TSP, is proposed for smart cities in edge computing. Technically,
improving the strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2)
is leveraged to acquire the balanced placement strategies for the
trade-offs among the execution performance metrics with privacy
preservation. Additionally, the technique for order preference by
similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and multi-criteria decisionmaking (MCDM) techniques are employed to identify the optimal
placement strategy among the obtained service placement strategies. Eventually, systematic experiments are conducted to verify
the efficiency and reliability of TSP.
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service placement method, named TSP, for smart cities in edge
computing is proposed.
Specifically, key contributions of this paper are listed as
follows.
• The resource utilization, load balance and energy cost of
ECUs, the privacy conflicts and time cost are modeled.
• Adopt the improving strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) technique to obtain the balanced service
placement strategies for optimizing multiple performance
metrics while avoiding the privacy leakage and satisfying
the time constraints.
• Leverage the technique for order preference by similarity
to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and multi-criteria decisionmaking (MCDM) to obtain the optimal placement strategy.
• Conduct extensive experimental evaluations to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of TSP.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the related work is summarized. Section III describes
the mathematical modeling and the formulation. Section IV
elaborates a trust-oriented IoT service placement method for
smart cities in edge computing. In section V, simulation
experiments and comparison analysis are presented. Finally,
conclusions and future work are outlined in section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Nowadays, to improve the interconnection of the cites, the
intelligent sensors are widely deployed for various purposes,
which forms the IoT networks with distributed endpoints [14].
Correspondingly, a large number of services are produced
by the IoT devices. In the traditional cloud computing, the
services are offloaded from the IoT devices to the faraway
cloud for execution [15]. Nevertheless, as the number of
IoT services increases, the fast response and low latency are
no longer satisfied. Leverage the edge computing, the IoT
services are transmitted to the nearby ECUs instead of the
faraway cloud for processing, which relieves the burden of
the bandwidth and lowers the latency [16].
However, the privacy protection is an important part in
the trust management for the IoT service placement in edge
computing. The disclosure of privacy information during the
transmission of IoT services is a catastrophe, which damages
to the interests of the customers in the networks [17] [18].
In [19], a privacy-preserving support vector machine
scheme, abbreviated secureSVM, was proposed by Shen et al.
to establish a reliable data sharing platform among the data
providers, and this scheme is based on blockchain-encrypted
IoT data. In [20], Bahirat et al. investigated a method, which
is data-driven and based on the machine learning, to develop
the interface with privacy-setting for the IoT devices. In [21],
Xu et al. introduced an local differential privacy obfuscation
architecture, named LDPO, and this architecture is able to aggregate and extract the IoT data when the privacy information
of customers is not disclosed. In [22], Xiao et al. introduced
the way to utilize reinforcement learning to offer secure
transmission and proposed a program for the authentication
and secure caching based on their investigations on caching
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process and mobile transmission. In [23], Shen et al. proposed
a graph encryption scheme in which the graph owner could
encrypt the privacy-sensitive graphs and then offload them to
the cloud. In [24], Li et al. introduced a framework, which is
employed to assist the IoT service in mobile edge computing,
to aggregate the privacy-preserving data.
Meanwhile, the overall performance of the networks, including resource utilization, load balance, energy cost and time
cost, has impacts on the computing power and the resource
protection [25] [26].
In [27], Liu et al. investigated an energy management
system with reinforcement learning for edge computing-based
IoT to lower the energy consumption in the networks. In [28],
Samie et al. introduced novel technology to select the appropriate offloading routes for the IoT services in IoT networks
under the constraint of bandwidth. In [29], to optimize the
response time of applications in edge computing-enhanced
IoT, Fan et al. proposed an application aware workload allocation proposal. In [30], Jalali et al. made evaluations of the
combine usage of the microgrids and Fog computing to lower
the energy consumption of the IoT applications. Similarly, in
[31], Wang et al. proposed a framework that integrates the
balanced dynamic trust evaluation mechanism and the service
template based on cloud computing and edge computing to
optimize the time consumption. In [32], Alam et al. introduced
a computation offloading method for the near-end network
in mobile edge computing to improve the user experience in
latency or delay. In [33], to improve the performance of mobile
edge computing, Wang et al. introduced a novel architecture
and proposed a scheme to achieve the optimization of the
resource usage.
To the best of our knowledge, few studies and researches
have investigated the multi-objective optimization for the
IoT services placement in edge computing. It is of utmost
significance to consider the performance of the networks
and protect the privacy security. Thus, a trust-oriented IoT
service placement method is proposed for smart cities in edge
computing.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Resource Model
In Fig. 1, an IoT service placement architecture, which
consists of the IoT devices layer, ECUs layer, and cloud data
center layer, is described for smart cities in edge computing.
Technically, there are abundant of IoT devices in the IoT
devices layer (e.g. smart car, smart street light, smart house).
To deal with the computing services gennerated by IoT devices
efficiently, ECUs are deployed dispersedly in the ECUs layer.
Generally, the IoT services are placed in the ECUs that are
connected to the devices adjacently while the huge volumes
of services are placed in the cloud for processing.
Denote the IoT device collection as ID =
{id1 , id2 , id3 , . . . , idM },
where
M
represents
the
amount of devices. Suppose that each IoT device
has only one computing service that needs to be
processed. Thus, there are M computing services,
denoted as CS = {cs1 , cs2 , cs3 , . . . , csM }. Note SE
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= {se1 , se2 , se3 , . . . , seN } as the ECU set, where N
represents the amount of ECUs deployed around the IoT
devices. An access point (AP) and a server make up each
ECU. Accordingly, there are N APs, denoted as SR =
{sr1 , sr2 , sr3 , . . . , srN }, and N servers, denoted as SS =
{ss1 , ss2 , ss3 , . . . , ssN }.

BVn =(AR − REn ) .

cloud data center

ECU

…

ECU

…

…

(6)

Finally, the average load balance variance for all the ECUs
is acquired by
N
1 X
AL=
BVn .
(7)
N U n=1

…
ECU

The load balance makes effects on the bandwidth, dataprocessing capacity, flexibility and availability of the networks.
When the load balance variance of the ECUs is smaller, the
load balance among the ECUs is much better.
According to the calculation of the resource utilization in
ECUs, the load balance variance for each ECU is obtained by
2

…

ECU

C. Load Balance Model

D. Energy Cost Model

IoT devices

IoT devices

IoT devices

Fig. 1: An IoT service placement architecture for smart cities
in edge computing.

The energy cost mainly includes three parts: the basic
energy cost of the servers, the energy cost of the employed
VMs, and the energy cost of the unemployed VMs.
The working time of the servers affects the main energy
cost, which is calculated by
M

B. Resource Utilization Model
The resource utilization refers to the using degree of ECUs.
Benefiting from the virtualized technique, the resource utilization for the ECUs is calculated based on the number of
leveraged virtual machine (VM) instances.
n
Denote Om
as a flag to judge the destination ECU of csm
which is determined by

1, if csm is placed on sen ,
n
Om =
(1)
0, otherwise.
The utilization for sen , denoted as REn , is calculated by
REn =

M
X

1
n
em ·Om
,
c m=1

(2)

Then, the amount of the employed ECUs needs to be
obtained to calculate the average resource utilization of the
ECUs. N U is noted to represent the volume of occupied
ECUs, and it is calculated by
N
X

In .

(4)

n=1

Finally, the average resource utilization of all the leveraged
ECUs is calculated by
AR =

N
1 X
REn .
N U n=1

m=1

(8)

where tm represents the execution time of csm .
The basic energy cost of the servers in ECUs is calculated
by
N
X
tsn · µ,
(9)
BE =
n=1

where µ is the power rate of servers.
The energy cost of employed VMs is obtained by
EU =

N X
M
X

n
Om
· tsn · λ,

(10)

n=1 m=1

where em indicates the demanded amount of VMs for processing the computing service csm and c represents the amount of
VMs in each ECU.
To judge whether the ECU sen is leveraged for the computing service csm (1 ≤ m ≤ M ), In is noted as

1, if sen is employed,
(3)
In =
0, otherwise.

NU =

n
tsn = max(Om
· tm ),

(5)

where λ delegates the power rate of employed VMs.
The energy cost of unemployed VMs is acquired by
UE =

N
X
n=1

(c −

M
X

n
Om
) · tsn · κ,

(11)

m=1

where κ stands for the power rate of unemployed VMs.
Finally, the total energy cost is summarized by
T E = BE + EU + U E.

(12)

E. Privacy Model of Computing Tasks
To protect the privacy information, the IoT services, which
have privacy conflicts, cannot be placed in the same ECU
for execution. A graph ζ= (SS, CR), where SS represents
the computing service set and CR represents the conflicting relation set, is leveraged to describe the privacy conflicts among the IoT services. A pair of conflict relations
(ssm , ssm0 ) (ssm , ssm0 ∈ SS) is leveraged to depict that the
services with privacy conflicts cannot be placed in the same
ECU. The conflict IoT services of ssn is defined by
{ssm0 |(ssm , ssm0 ) ∈ CR, m0 = {1, 2, ..., M }} .

(13)
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S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sM } (sm ∈ M ), where sm indicates the
destination ECU for processing the services, is denoted as
the service placement strategy. Afterwards, based on the
acquired conflicting service set, the placed position ssm has
a conflicting ECU set, which is acquired by
com = {xp |xp ∈ ccn , p = {1, 2, ..., |ccn |} } .

(14)

F. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we aim to maximize the resource utilization
presented in (5) and minimize both the load balance variance
presented in (7) and the energy cost presented in (12) to improve the overall performance of the networks. The formalized
problem is defined by
max AR.

(15)

min AL, T E.

(16)

s.t. sm ∈
/ com ,

(17)

tm ≤ T O.
(18)
The constraint (17) means that the IoT services with privacy
conflicts cannot be placed in the same ECU for processing, and
the constraint (18) represents that the execution time of csm
is limited to provide real-time services.
IV. M ETHOD D ESIGN
In this section, a trust-oriented IoT service placement
method for smart cities in edge computing is proposed. Technically, due to the superiority of SPEA2 in solving multiobjective problems, SPEA2 is leveraged to achieve the balance
between the three targets. Then, TOPSIS and MCDM are
selected to obtain the optimal placement strategy among all
the placement strategies generated by SPEA2.
A. Service Placement Using SPEA2
Due to the superiority of SPEA2 in solving multi-objective
problems, SPEA2 is adopted to achieve the balance between
our targets [34].
1) Definition of Chromosome: For all genetic algorithms
(GA), how to encode the solution for the problem needs to be
considered at first. Based on the analysis, the chromosome is
encoded as an integer array, and each chromosome stands for
the strategy of the IoT services placement. In the array, there
are a number of items, and each item corresponds with the
destination ECU for each IoT service.
2) Fitness Functions and Constraints: The fitness functions aim to judge the advantages and disadvantages of the
individuals. The solutions are represented by the individuals,
and all the solutions make up the population. In this paper,
the fitness functions include three categories: the resource
utilization given in (5), load balance variance given in (7) and
energy cost given in (12). Apart from the fitness functions, the
constraints in our paper consist of two aspects. Firstly, taking
the privacy preservation into consideration, the IoT services
with privacy conflicts cannot be placed on the same ECU for
processing. Secondly, to satisfy the time requirements, the time
cost that executes each IoT service is limited.

3) Initialization: In GA, the population size represents the
search ability. If the population size is small, the search
ability of the algorithm is limited and the quick convergence
occurs at early runs. Conversely, big population size results in
the dispersion of the solutions, which affects the efficiency
and effectiveness of the algorithm. Besides, the crossover
probability, mutation probability, and iteration number need
to be set up.
4) Selection Operator: Binary tournament selection is performed to select the individuals with better performance to
improve the outcome of this algorithm. Technically, two
individuals are compared based on the advantages and disadvantages of them. If the mating pool is enough, the archive
truncation procedure is conducted. In contrast, the selection
will keep conducting until the mating pool is enough.
5) Crossover Operator: The single-point crossover operator is conducted in this algorithm. The selection of crossover
point is random, and the point is limited from 1 to the number
of genes in each chromosome.
6) Mutation Operator: The mutation operator is to change
the genes in the chromosomes. Benefiting from the mutation
operator, a better chromosome may be generated, and the probability that the quick convergence occurs cloud be relieved.
Since the inappropriate mutation rate affects the acquisition
of good solutions, the mutation rate needs to be determined
carefully.

B. Optimal Strategy Obtaining based on TOPSIS and MCDM
TOPSIS and MCDM are leveraged to acquire the optimal
placement strategy among all the strategies generated by
SPEA2. In TOPSIS, the solutions are sorted according to
the distance between the best solution and the objects and
the distance between the worst solution and the objects. In
addition, the objects, which are closet to the ideal solution
and farthest to the negative-ideal solution, are defined as the
best solution. Conversely, the objects, which are closet to the
negative-ideal solution and farthest to the ideal solution, are
defined as the worst solution.
It is supposed that there are H strategies obtained by
SPEA2. Based on the analysis of our model, three attributes
make up each strategy, including resource utilization, load
balance variance and energy cost, and they are denoted
as R = {R1 , R2 , ..., RH }, L = {L1 , L2 , ..., LH }, and
E = {E1 , E2 , ..., EH }, respectively. The following procedures
make up the TOPSIS and MCDM.
The normalized value of resource utilization is calculated
by
Rh
.
(19)
VhR = s
H
P
Rh2
h=1

The normalized value of load balance variance and energy
cost are denoted as VhL and VhE , and both of them could be
obtained by the similar way as (19).
The weight of resource utilization, load balance and energy
cost are represented by ϕR , ϕL , and ϕE , respectively. The
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weighted normalized value of resource utilization is acquired
by
W NhR = ϕR · VhR .
(20)
Similarly, the weighted normalized value of load balance
W NhL and energy cost W NhE are obtained.
Based on the analysis of our problem, the resource utilization is defined as ideal solution while the load balance and
R
energy cost are defined as negative-ideal solutions. W Nmax
,
L
E
W Nmax and W Nmax are defined to represent the maximum
R
L
E
value of the three objects while W Nmin
, W Nmin
and W Nmin
stands for the minimum value of them.
The distance between the ideal solution and each alternative
solution is obtained by
R
L
DhIS = ((W NhR − W Nmax
)2 + (W NhL − W Nmin
)2
E
E
2 12
+ (W Nh − W Nmin ) ) .

(21)
The distance between the negative-ideal solution and each
alternative solution is calculated by
R
L
DhN S = ((W NhR − W Nmin
)2 + (W NhL − W Nmax
)2
2 12
E
E
+ (W Nh − W Nmax ) ) .

(22)

The relative closeness between the ideal solution and the
alternative solution is acquired by
RChIS =

DhN S
.
+ DhIS

DhN S

(23)

Based on the relative closeness of the alternatives, the optimal
solution OP is calculated by
OP =

H

max RChIS .
h=1

s.t. ϕR + ϕL + ϕE = 1, (ϕR , ϕL , ϕE ∈ [0, 1]) .

(24)
(25)

The constraint (25) represents that each weight of resource
utilization, load balance and energy cost is limited from 0 to
1, and the summation of these three weights equals 1.

C. Method Overview
The overview of TSP is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The
inputs of the algorithm include the initialized population X,
the maximum of iteration I, and the size of schedules S
while the output is the optimal service placement strategy
OP . Firstly, we acquire the services which are generated
by the IoT devices (Line 1). Secondly, the crossover and
mutation operations are conducted (Lines 5 to 6). Thirdly,
the calculation of the fitness functions is executed, and the
optimal individuals are selected for the next generation (Lines
7 to 10). Fourthly, the utility values of the placement strategies
are calculated, and the placement strategy with maximum
utility value is the optimal one (Lines 14 to 15). The above
procedures are repeated until the maximum of iteration is
reached and the optimal strategy is output eventually.

Algorithm 1 Trust-Oriented IoT Service Placement
Require: I
Ensure: OP
1: obtain services from IoT devices
2: for s = 1 to S do
3:
i=1
4:
while i <= I do
5:
Crossover and mutation operation
6:
for the individuals in the population do
7:
Calculate AR by (5)
8:
Calculate AL by (7)
9:
Calculate T E by (12)
10:
end for
11:
Selection operation to ensure the child generation
12:
i=i+1
13:
end while
14:
Evaluate RChIS of each strategy by (23)
15:
Pick out the optimal placement strategy OP by (24)
16: end for
17: return OP

V. C OMPARISON AND A NALYSIS OF E XPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

A. Experimental Context
In Table I, the parameter settings for evaluating TSP are
listed.
TABLE I: Parameter Settings
Key Parameter
M
c
em
µ
λ
κ

Value
50,100,150,200,250
7
[1,6]
300W
50w
30w

Apart from our proposed TSP method, three comparative
methods are conducted to make more detailed experiment
evaluations. The methods are described as follows.
Benchmark: The IoT services are transmitted to the closest
ECUs for execution. If the first ECU do not have enough
computing power, these services are placed in the second ECU
near the current one. These procedures are repeated until all
of the IoT services are placed.
First fit decreasing-based IoT service placement with privacy protection and time limitation (FFD-PT): According to
the needed VMs for execution of the IoT services, the services
are sorted in the descending order. Hereafter, the first IoT
service is placed in the first ECU with enough VMs for
processing. These procedures are repeated until all of the IoT
services are placed.
Best fit decreasing-based IoT service placement with privacy protection and time limitation (BFD-PT): Firstly, the IoT
services are also sorted in the descending order based on the
number of the required VMs of the IoT services. Then, first
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B. Performance Evaluation

1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60

0.30
0.25

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

0.00
50

Benchmark
FFD-PT
BFD-PT
TSP

0.50

100

150

200

250

The number of IoT services

Fig. 3: Comparison of the load balance variance by Benchmark, FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service scales.

15
13

Benchmark
FFD-PT
BFD-PT
TSP

11

9
7
5
3

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

1
50

100

150

200

250

The number of IoT services
50

100

150

200

250

The number of IoT services

Fig. 2: Comparison of the resource utilization by Benchmark,
FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service scales.
2) Load Balance Variance: In this experiment, the load balance variance is a key element to judge whether the proposed
method is desirable. Low value of the load balance variance
indicates that the availability and flexibility of the networks
are outstanding. Based on the comparison with Benchmark,
FFD-PT and BFD-PT in Fig. 3, the outcome of load balance
variance is illustrated. Obviously, when the number of IoT
services is 50, the disparity between different methods is
inconspicuous. Whereas, with the growth of IoT services,
the disparity among these methods becomes more prominent,
which indicates that TSP performs better than the other three
methods.
3) Energy Cost of Servers: As elaborated in Section 2, the
total energy cost is composed of three parts: the energy cost
of servers, the energy cost of employed VMs and the energy
cost of unemployed VMs. In this experiment, the energy cost
of servers is analyzed and compared at first. Fig. 4 testifies the
energy cost of servers by comparing our proposed TSP method
with Benchmark, FFD-PT and BFD-PT. As the number of IoT
services increases, the difference of the energy consumed by
servers among four methods is getting bigger. Besides, the
growth of the energy consumption of servers in TSP is gentlest
among them.
4) Energy Cost of Employed VMs: The energy cost of
employed VMs are analyzed and compared. Fig. 5 testifies

Fig. 4: Comparison of the energy cost of servers by Benchmark, FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service scales.
that the proposed TSP method also consumes less energy
based on the comparison with Benchmark, FFD-PT and BFDPT. At first, the difference among four methods is little. As
the number of IoT services increases, the difference among
them becomes clearer. The comparison of the energy cost of
employed VMs among the four methods draws conclusion that
TSP achieves best energy cost of employed VMs.

The energy cost of employed VMs (kW∙h)

Resource utilization

1.20

Benchmark
FFD-PT
BFD-PT
TSP

0.35

The energy cost of servers

1) Resource Utilization: The resource utilization is an important criterion for measuring the computing resource usage
in the networks. Fig. 2 depicts the value of average resource
utilization in the Benchmark, FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at
different service scales. It is concluded that the difference
among four methods is small, and the difference keeps reducing as the number of IoT services increases. Additionally,
the resource utilization in our proposed method performs best
at all scales of IoT services. In other words, TSP reduces more
volumes of free virtual machines.

0.40

Load balance variance

IoT service is offloaded to the ECU which is encountered with
the least VMs in all of the ECUs but still has the ability to
process the service. These procedures are repeated until all of
the IoT services are placed.

16
14
12

Benchmark
FFD-PT
BFD-PT
TSP

10

8
6

4
2
0
50

100

150

200

250

The number of IoT services

Fig. 5: Comparison of the energy cost of employed VMs by
Benchmark, FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service
scales.
5) Energy Cost of Unemployed VMs: The energy cost of
unemployed VMs also demands analysis and comparison. In
fact, the number of the unemployed VMs is calculated by the
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The energy cost of unemployed VMs (kW∙h)

minus between the VMs in the servers and the number of the
employed VMs. As shown in Fig. 6, the increase of the energy
cost of unemployed VMs in Benchmark, FFD-PT and BFD-PT
is not linear, while the increase in TSP is linear. Nevertheless,
compared with the other three methods, our proposed method
TSP consumes the least energy consumption of unemployed
VMs.

2.50

2.00

Benchmark
FFD-PT
BFD-PT
TSP
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1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00
50

100

150

200

250

The number of IoT services

Fig. 6: Comparison of the energy cost of unemployed VMs
by Benchmark, FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service
scales.
6) Total Energy Cost: In summary, the total energy cost of
all the methods is analyzed and compared in Fig. 7. Lower
energy cost generally makes contribution to fewer fortune expenditure and better economic benefit. Under different scales
of IoT services, the total energy consumption in Benchmark,
FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP grows linearly. In TSP, the growth
at low scales of IoT services is faster than that at high scales
of IoT services. It is distinct that TSP performs better than
Benchmark, FFD-PT and BFD-PT in terms of the total energy
cost.

The total energy cost (kW∙h)
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and generate several feasible service placement strategies.
Then, TOPSIS and MCDM are adopted to obtain the optimal
placement strategy based on the utility value calculated by
them. Extensive experimental evaluations are conducted to
demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
method TSP.
For future work, we will adjust and extend our proposed
method to the real-world scenario. In addition, we will try to
quantify the privacy to protect the privacy information in the
service placement.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the total energy cost by Benchmark,
FFD-PT, BFD-PT and TSP at different service scales.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
To improve the overall ECU execution performance (i.e., the
resource usage, the load balance levels, the power consumption
of ECUs) while preventing privacy leakage and meeting the
time limitation, we propose the TSP method. Technically,
SPEA2 is leveraged to make optimization of the targets
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